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FIRST FLOOR

Welcome to Haute Jewels Geneva 2022

Eighteen of the world’s finest jewellery brands have collaborated to create an intimate jewellery show which breaks the 
boundaries of the traditional trade show experience and promises to be a glorious celebration of haute jewels. 

The leading brands in attendance include: 

Yoko London | Roberto Coin | Sutra | Crivelli | Bayco | Etho Maria | Stenzhorn
Marco Bicego | Mariani | Palmiero | Picchiotti | Gorgoglione | Hans D. Krieger

Leo Pizzo | Verdi | Annamaria Cammilli | Barakà | Sicis Jewels

Each of the distinguished jewellery houses participating offer something unique but are likeminded in their approach to 
jewellery creation. They are seen as artisans in their own field, combining high quality materials with superior design to 
create spectacular haute jewels.

Haute Jewels Geneva Founder and CEO of Yoko London, Michael Hakimian, said:

 “We are thrilled that Haute Jewels Geneva will be returning again in 2022. This unique show is a collaboration between eight-
een harmonious brands, bringing together their expertise to create a forward-thinking event that addresses the needs of the 
supplier and the buyer in our fast-moving world”.



YOKO LONDON

Yoko London is the world’s leading luxury pearl jeweller. The company was founded in 1973 
by the Hakimian family. Today it remains a family business with three generations having 
shaped and nurtured this coveted brand. The family works exclusively with thirteen different 
pearl farms around the globe, to source and select the finest and most unusual pearls on the 
market, with rare colours and exceptional sizes of particular interest.

Each pearl is painstakingly hand selected and set in the London workshop by highly skilled 
pearl connoisseurs. Designs can take many months to come into fruition exemplifying the 
team’s dedication to perfectly matching every pearl in a piece.

Whether it be an opulent masterpiece featuring the world’s largest and rarest pearls, or 
contemporary everyday pearl treasures, each of the brand’s designs celebrate the unique 
characteristics of every individual pearl.

This forward-thinking brand seeks to redefine the way women of all ages wear pearl jewellery, 
demonstrating through dramatic and imaginative designs how pearls can be both classically 
elegant and a modern fashion accessory.

This is highlighted through the array of famous women who have adorned themselves in Yoko 
pearls, from Michelle Obama during her time as First Lady, to supermodel and philanthropist 
Natalia Vodianova, as well as global megastars like Beyonce, Katy Perry and Lady Gaga.

Yoko London is available through luxury retailers around the globe including Selfridges, 
Farfetch and Saks Fifth Avenue in the US.

info@yokolondon.com
+44 20 7025 0777

www.yokolondon.com | @yokolondonpearls

ROBERTO COIN

In 1996, for the first time a jewelry collection is signed with a small ruby set on the inside of each of its 
pieces. This collection is Appassionata and, together with its unusual signature, it marks the beginning 
of the history of the Roberto Coin brand; a brand driven by its founder’s passion for life and creativity.  

Coming from a constant search for new sources of inspiration, every single creation of Roberto Coin is 
the result of an exciting journey through cultures and influences, nature and landscapes, experienced 
in a rare balance between the past and the future. Each of his jewels tells a different story, a story that 
shrouds it in an unmistakable allure of uniqueness and style identity. Every day then the hands of Italian 
craftsmen, guardians of the ancient traditions of jewelry, are entitled to translate into reality Roberto 
Coin’s imagination. It is a real universe of miniature masterpieces that comes to life thanks to their ability, 
each one of them embellished with the famous ruby signature and with a story to tell to the world. 

Defined esthetics and experimental design make every jewel a unique example of elegance and 
innovation, and are the reasons why the brand has become in a very short time one of the best-known 
name on the international horizon of jewelry. 

It didn’t take long also for the worlds of fashion and film to become excited about Roberto Coin’s 
collections. The jewels appear more and more frequently on the fashion and lifestyle pages of 
international luxury magazines and have had the honor of shining brightly on many red carpets. Roberto 
Coin is now universally recognized by the press as a pioneering spirit and the creator of some of the 
most interesting jewelry trends of the last decade. 

With his constant desire to create something new and different, Roberto Coin launches about 5 
complete collections every year that are able to fulfill the market’s myriad of desires. The collections 
are available in over 1,000 boutiques located in 60 countries all around the world. Each one of them 
is an ambassador with a clear message that conveys the mission of the company’s founder himself: to 
offer every woman the possibility to own an original and particular piece of jewelry capable to exalt the 
esthetic and spiritual qualities that make every woman unique and distinct.

sales@robertocoin.com
+39 0444 202201

www.robertocoin.com | @roberto_coin



SUTRA

Inspired. Indulgent. Individualistic.

Sutra Jewels, fine jewellery, is created with the effortlessly chic modern woman in mind. 
Sutra offers a sophisticated yet high-fashion appeal. Each piece evokes architectural genius 
centring the preciousness and rarity of exotic gemstones to create femininity and elegance, 
translating into wearable art. 

An instant favourite among Hollywood’s elite and VIP’s worldwide, Sutra Jewels have been 
worn by those including Michelle Obama, Jennifer Lopez, Catherine Zeta-Jones, Halle Berry, 
Mila Kunis, Taylor Swift, Katy Perry, Rihanna, Emily Blunt, Alessandra Ambrosio, Sophia 
Vergara and Oprah to name a few. 

Sutra was established in 2008 by husband and wife team Arpita and Divyanshu Navlakha, 
after both graduating from the prestigious Gemological Institute of America. It has since 
morphed into a globally sought out brand in only the most elite retail establishments and fine 
jewel boutiques including Neiman Marcus, Saks Fifth Avenue in America, Harvey Nichols 
and Harrods in London, Tsum in Moscow and many more. 

From cascading earrings to intricately embellished rings or a cool-to-the-touch necklace that 
lies prominently on the décolleté, to the comforting grip of a studded cuff, each of these 
pieces is as multi-faceted as the women they adorn.

divyanshu@sutrajewels.com
+1 7135 172156

www.sutrajewels.com | @sutrajewels

CRIVELLI

Crivelli was founded in the ‘70s when Bruno Crivelli decided to transcend his vast experience and 
craftsmanship to form what is known today as Crivelli.

Crivelli distinguishes itself for a wide production of jewellery ranging from limited series products to 
unique pieces of exceptional quality. These jewels tell the manual wisdom of master craftsmen, the 
beauty of technical solutions invented to support precious stones that become volume and texture, 
where we find a rigorous elegance, made of simplicity and harmony. The strength of his language 
remains the ability to rework the classic style; where the fineness of execution, attention to detail and 
attention to quality remain the characterizing elements of the product and its stylistic language.

Modulating styles and materials, unusual or classic details, and using continuous innovation of pieces 
with a contemporary design, Crivelli continues its creative march, and in 2018 begun to define icons. 
The intent is to create Collections. Transforming his jewels in identification items, the names evoke 
inspirations, secret worlds, embodying the values of the Crivelli universe and giving a sign of continuity 
and presence beyond the seasons.

SOUND, exceptional elegance impeccably combined with a perfect design. JUST is the essential 
elegance. LIKE, with the purity of design, is the three-dimensional embodiment of the first letter of 
Crivelli. UNBREAKABLE has the strength of perfect geometry. OUTSTANDING reveals the secret 
of those who already have exceptional character and beauty. EVERMORE goes beyond time and 
generations.

a.crivelli@crivelligioielli.com
+39 0131 945296

www.crivelligioielli.com | @crivelliofficial



BAYCO

Jewelry for kings and queens is one way to explain the business model of Bayco. This is, of course, a 
metaphorical conception of Bayco’s audience; the modern idea of royalty has grown to include everyone 
who hungers luxury and who understands the intricate labor and savoir-faire that goes into every Bayco 
piece. The sophistication once enjoyed only by half a dozen people in each country has spread to a more 
generalized—but still rarefied—luxury-loving elite. 

Though Bayco is a relatively new name in the world of precious gems, the expertise and passion it 
brings to the field is generations old. The family saga began with Amir Hadjibay, a young man with an 
entrepreneurial fervor. Traveling between Iran and India, he began to develop an interest in precious 
gemstones, trading them for elaborately woven Persian rugs. Soon he began to visit India’s regal 
maharajahs, leaving with bits and pieces of their legendary jewelry collections—show-stopping diamonds, 
carved emeralds and fiery rubies, among other gems. 

After Amir moved to Italy in 1957, he used his considerable gemstone experience and contacts in jewel 
capitals around the world to take advantage of Italy’s postwar taste for gems and position as a trade hub. 
A little over twenty-five years later, Amir’s sons Moris and Giacomo teamed up in New York, working 
together as co-CEOs at Bayco. It didn’t take long for the two brothers to find success; they had years 
of individual and collective experience, gorgeous stones in their collection, and an exceptionally jewel-
centric family history. 

It was a simple step to create their own designs, populating them with the cherished gems they knew 
so well. There would be no mass production; only one-of-a-kind pieces. Bayco jewelry effortlessly mixes 
old and new trends. The Hadjibay’s design as a team; having grown up together around the world of 
gems, they share a design vision and impeccable taste. These creations are among the most exceptional 
in the world; ravishing rubies that emanate aesthetic richness; dazzling emeralds that beguile the mind; 
celestial sapphires that capture the sublime; and enrapturing diamonds that transcend all epochs and 
eras.

info@bayco.com
+1 2123 823390

www.bayco.com| @baycojewels

ETHO MARIA

Since 2008, ETHO MARIA has been creating jewelry that translates into timeless pieces of 
impeccable quality. Signature details such as bold colored diamonds, intricate ring bindings 
and unexpected combinations render each piece an instantly recognizable part of the ETHO 
MARIA house style. 

Highly skilled craftsmanship and elaborate preciseness result in innovative collections that 
come out three to five times a year, each carrying a strong sense of brilliantly conceived 
individuality: Meticulous labor meets superior design in contemporary yet timeless styles 
streaming from art, cultural artifacts and architectural balance. Collection after collection, 
seamless continuity and a dedication to effortless beauty underline the ever-evolving ETHO 
MARIA heritage. Head offices are to be found in Athens, Milan, and Miami.

info@ethomaria.com
+30 2103 236162

www. ethomaria.com | @ethomaria



STENZHORN

Stenzhorn House of Jewellery was founded in 1979 by the Stenzhorn brothers in Boppard, 
an ancient German town. As a leader of pioneering new techniques and daring design, 
Stenzhorn’s marvelous jewels sparkle across the world to tell a story of their Founder’s 
travels and adventures by unveiling the beauty of nature through the art of jewellery and 
watchmaking. Fuelled by wanderlust and a deep love of nature, Stenzhorn painstakingly 
transcribes beauty with all its finest details, with precious rubies, sapphires, emeralds to 
resplendent diamonds. 

Their quest for perfection, led to the brand falling in love with invisible setting, which has 
become a signature style for the House. Stenzhorn’s meticulously crafted jewels transports 
you into a fairytale world of sparkling wonder, revealing the brand’s impeccable mastery and 
sensitivity for beauty.

info@stenzhorn.com
+49 1607 857202

www.stenzhorn.com | @stenzhorn

MARCO BICEGO

Drawing on an ancient tradition rooted in the territory where Italian jewellery was born, 
Marco Bicego has developed a unique and unmistakable style: the elegance of a refined yet 
unconventional form of luxury that accompanies women in their daily lives.

Marco Bicego trained at his father’s company before setting out on his own in 2000, when 
he developed his own brand and embarked on a new entrepreneurial adventure. Within a 
few years the brand achieved growing international acclaim, being distributed not only in 
Italy and in all the main European countries, but also in the Middle East, in Asia and, above 
all, in the United States. And yet, Marco Bicego has always maintained the entire production 
process and his company’s headquarters in Trissino, to preserve his origins and protect the 
community of which he feels a part.

info@marcobicego.com 
+39 0445 491400 

www.marcobicego.com | @marco_bicego



MARIANI

Founded in 1878, the house of MARIANI is a point of reference in Italy for its extraordinary originality 
and beautiful creations. Their first jewels were created over 140 years ago and since those distant 
times, MARIANI has nurtured the success of its jewelry pieces within the family. 

It began with Camillo Mariani, an accomplished silversmith and jeweler who learned his art from the 
masters in Milan, Italy. The passion for holy ornaments was vivid at that time; chalices and crosses 
became part of the history of his jewelry and silversmith talents. With time, the Vatican and the 
Italian clerics coveted the uncompromising discretion and exquisiteness of their rosaries created by 
the superb craftsmen of the MARIANI workshop. 

By brilliantly transforming jewelry styles, MARIANI still continues today to uphold the purest 
tradition of “haute joaillerie”; the antique techniques are still preserved. Diamond lariats are made 
with the same passion as in earlier days when each stone was chosen and linked together, one by 
one. In a world where everything moves towards uniformity and repetition, MARIANI has always 
been attentive to the search for the new and different. With an invaluable heritage transmitted 
by his elders, Nino and his sons Carlo and Federico were among the first to incorporate new color 
combinations and jewelry techniques to their brand in the late 1970s. Insatiably curious and 
creative, MARIANI has always focused on composition of materials and colors instead of the large 
gems that commonly serve as centerpieces, knowing that it is from diversity and contrast that true 
beauty is born. As a painter applies one dab alongside another on a canvas, they imagine intriguing 
designs, fashioning every jewel one by one, making it as unique as the woman who wears it. The 
MARIANI signature is the “mark” that even the tiniest detail has been given attention during its 
creation. Nothing is overlooked. Each object is composed around stones selected for their quality 
and their relation to one another, as if they have been destined for each other since the beginning 
of time. While MARIANI is among the most original of jewelers, its name is still unknown to the 
general public. The select appeal is no coincidence as each piece is custom fitted and limited in its 
production.

rsvp@mariani1878.com
+39 0393 22442

www.mariani1878.com | @mariani1878

PALMIERO

Carlo Palmiero grew up in the 60’s in Valenza, a small town of Piedmont, a region in the 
northern part of Italy. The town has always been famous for its goldsmith tradition. He was 
inevitably influenced by this art and had the opportunity to enter artisanal laboratories and 
work together with the greatest experts of the field.

This is the origin of a true love story, the one with the art of jewellery, which has lasted 
unchanged until today.

The first jewels were realised in the small laboratory opened in the 70’s, where objects 
characterised by small dimensions but already a strong personality was created.

In 1979 Carlo Palmiero founded the company that bears his name.

Carlo Palmiero by bucking the trend and modifying the standards of classical jewellery 
(which in those years mostly referred to solitaire, contrarié or important centres surrounded 
by diamonds) moved the attention from the “centre” to the whole object, dilated the shapes 
and expanded the attention to the whole jewel surface. His rings become 360° sculptures, 
including the shank, which is now protagonist and not only simple stand.

estero@palmierogioielli.com
+39 3462 287841

www.palmierogioielli.com | @palmierojewellery



PICCHIOTTI

Founded in Valenza, Italy, in 1967, the brand name Picchiotti defines one-of-a-kind Fine Jewelry. 
Founder Giuseppe Picchiotti, over the course of five decades, has nurtured and fashioned the brand 
which has earned an international reputation for craftsmanship, quality and artistry.

Coming from a long line of distinguished pharmacists, Giuseppe had to break with tradition to follow 
his dream. Against his family’s wishes, at the age of 13, Giuseppe began working as a goldsmith. He 
apprenticed in a small workshop in Valenza where world-renowned artists were perfecting their 
craft. He moved on to study at Valenza’s Istituto Professionale Orafo, obtaining the knowledge and 
training necessary to start his own atelier.

Giuseppe opened his atelier with his sister, Annamaria, who was, and still is, responsible for managing 
all administrative areas of the business. This solid partnership allowed Giuseppe to concentrate on 
his beloved passions: designs and gemstones. Traveling the world in search of stones worthy of his 
designs has made him a true connoisseur, and even today working with colored stones is his labor 
of love and guiding passion.

Today, this highly successful, world-renowned enterprise is run by Giuseppe and seven family 
members including his wife, Matilde (Marily), daughter, Maria Carola, his two sons, Filippo and 
Umberto, his sister, Annamaria and niece Francesca.

Each family member is responsible for a different aspect of the company and each contributes greatly 
to its success. Picchiotti comments: “Since the very beginning I always liked the idea that one day I 
would surround myself with my children and relatives to help me with the business.”

Giuseppe Picchiotti, just like the remarkable architecturally-designed jewelry which bears his 
distinctive mark, has started a tradition of design mastery that will live on through generations – a 
tradition of fine craftsmanship – and a grand passion for excellence in the making of Fine Jewelry.

info@picchiotti.it
+ 39 0131 953081

www.picchiotti.it | @picchiotti_fine_jewellery

GORGOGLIONE

Specialist in exclusive jewellery set with stunning diamonds, precious stones and pearls for 
over 40 years, Gorgoglione company is renowned worldwide for creative flair and exclusive 
design that enhance beauty and take shape in unique collections.

The perfect combination of tradition and innovation permeates these works of art, where 
the result is both modern, sophisticated and elegant.

Magnificent jewellery that pays homage to a high-class woman who wants to stand out at 
any time.

The excellence of design is combined with the quality of precious materials to create one-
of-a-kind collections that are always exclusive and characterized by an unmistakable and 
flawless care in manufacturing.

info@g-gorgo.it
+39 0287 8423

www.gorgoglionepreziosi.com



HANS D KREIGER

In the depths of the earth, millennia past, diamonds and exquisite gemstones were formed. 
Singular creations that have their own story to tell and are valued so very highly. Hans D. 
Krieger has dedicated its existence and passion to these unique treasures for over 300 years. 
“We feel obligated to handle nature’s gifts with respect and appreciation throughout our 
creative process.” Andreas Krieger 

Diamond polishing, the soul of our manufacturing, reveals the beauty that, when set in high 
carat gold and platinum lies within these incomparable jewels. As one of very few companies 
worldwide capable of following every step in the crafting of jewellery under one roof, we 
can guarantee the highest mark of quality “Made in Germany”. The finest diamonds and 
gemstones, timeless designs, scintillating colours, unique expertise and skills; these are the 
attributes of jewellery with True Identity.

info@kriegernet.com
+49 6781 94900

www.kriegernet.com | @hansdkrieger

LEO PIZZO

Made in Italy for Leo Pizzo means creating excellence: the quality of raw materials, the 
sophisticated design and the craftsmanship are internationally appreciated, as well as 
their deep study in the combination between volume and proportions. They believe in 
technological innovation but at the same time they  like to protect the noble art of goldsmith. 
Each jewel is followed step by step by a master craftsman who creates not only with his 
hands but with his heart, creating something unique. The company is based in Valenza, a 
“magic” place of artisan entrepreneurs; we really live the city, also supporting the artistic 
project “To believe in creativity.”

Leo Pizzo work with specialized stone selectors, and for 40 years they have been cooperating 
with the most famous precious stones dealers; this allows them to offer the best quality on 
the market. All the diamonds we use are ethical: it’s important for us to ensure that our 
stones are not from war areas and do not use children or damage human dignity.

Leo Pizzo has been making jewelry for 45 years and are internationally appreciated for the 
beauty and quality of their jewels. Leonzio Pizzo met the jewelry world by chance when he 
arrived at Valenza. He started as an apprentice at “Emanuelli & Buzio” and since the beginning 
he showed his competence, so Mr. Emanuelli taught him the secrets of this fascinating art. 
In 1971 he opened his first jewelry workshop. In the 80’s he met his future wife, Rosaria 
Di Giorgio, starting a long-lasting cooperation both at work and in life. Tancredi, Rocco and 
Teresa, their three sons are the new generation that will continue the growing of Leo Pizzo 
company.

XXXXXXX
XXXXX

www.leopizzo.com | @leopizzoofficial



VERDI

The story began in 1971 in Valenza, the absolute capital of “creative Italian jewelry boutiques”.

The company’s founder, Giuseppe Verdi, skillfully blended style, emotion, elegance and refinement 
to create astounding fine jewelry collections without ever being repetitive and always emphasizing 
innovation in the development of gemstone research, as well as cutting and setting technologies 
through a mixture of new technologies and skillful artisan excellence.

That immediately gave rise to an important company philosophy: to emphasize the personality of the 
product over and above its commercial character in order to offer highly exclusive customers their 
“first experience in fine jewelry to be lived intensely and uniquely” thanks to the classic refined style 
kept up to date with the passing years for fashions aligned with the desires of tomorrow.

Since 1971, the stylistic evolution of the Company has always been distinguished by incredible 
technical skill, extremely elegant quality and special attention to the smallest creative details during 
every stage of the process from the idea to the strictly Italian production without ever infringing on 
the unique and exclusive characteristics outlined initially by Giuseppe Verdi.

Over the years, the tradition has been carried forward by Marco Verdi, the founder’s son. Together 
with a fine team of expert managers and customer service representatives, every stage of product 
development and corporate image is managed personally including all the communications channels 
from strictly commercial ones to direct end customer communications.

Each year, the stylistic choices for the new sophisticated and exclusive design collections have met 
with success. Managed by the internal style department, they have always been aligned with the 
company motto, incorporating a fine eye for details, proportions and the maximum expression of 
contemporary style – where fine craftsmanship meets creative development to bring life to new and 
alternative forms through unusual and original pairings.

lbussetti@verdigioielli.it
+39 0131 927254

www.verdigioielli.com | @verdigioielli

ANNAMARIA
CAMMILLI

Designed in Florence by the sculptress and painter Annamaria Cammilli, the Maison’s jewels 
reflect the creative atmosphere that pervades their magnificent Italian city of origin, Cradle 
of Renaissance. Precious creations molded by expert hands as real miniature sculptures, that 
stand out for their living volumes, fluid shapes and an extraordinary three-dimensionality. 
The unique design, inspired by Nature’s shapes, is enriched by 8 sophisticated shades of 
18-karat gold and the special velvety finish, resulting from years of experimentation and 
continuous research. The passion of the Italian goldsmiths who skilfully work and finish 
Cammilli creations every day becomes tangible in every single detail. 

Jewels with a story to tell, recognizable without reading the label.

customerservice@annamariacammilli.it
+39 3355 643558

www.annamariacammilli.com | @annamariacammilli



BARAKA

Barakà, the historic brand of jewelry founded in the 1960s, is now a well-established brand 
of men’s luxury jewelry, featuring state-of-the-art technology and engineering. Since 2010, 
Barakà has been a source of pride for Muraro Lorenzo S.p.A., the historic Italian company 
founded in 1975 thanks to the insight and enthusiasm of Lorenzo and Ivana Muraro, 
followed nowadays by their children Marta and Alberto. The company Muraro Lorenzo 
S.p.A., the pride of “Made in Italy”, presents its women’s and men’s jewelry collections on the 
market starting from the beginning: designers transfer ideas to paper, engineers transform 
immaterial into material by creating the first prototype, and master goldsmiths complete the 
work by reproducing this jewelry.

Barakà values’ universe expresses itself in jewels that are entirely realised in Italy, where 
luxury and innovation, elegance and care for details are firmly bind together, and in thematic 
collections that tell stories about conquests, adventures and Italian design icons reinterpreted 
in high-end jewellery.

Barakà man own style collects all these values, declining them in those three worlds where 
he is the protagonist: leisure, business, and free time. Since the Barakà man divides his time 
among important business meetings, gala events and exclusive appointments and he loves 
to dedicate his free time to hobbies and refined sports that have a taste from another time, 
such as regatta or luxury cars. The trait d’union for these life moments remains the distinctive 
luxury and the recognizable design proper of the Barakà jewels: productive vanguard and 
gold craftsmanship, 100% made in Italy.

sales@murarolorenzo.it
+39 3888 507971

www.baraka.it | @baraka_jewelry

SICIS JEWELS

Sicis Jewels is an Italian company that creates peculiar collections of high jewelry, which have 
as their exclusive feature the use of micromosaic tesserae, together with precious stones and 
gold.

The art of micromosaic is one of the oldest and most elaborate techniques used in jewelry, 
which has almost completely disappeared over the centuries, due to the difficulty of the 
technique itself and the long processing times.

The design of each model, followed by the art director, Gioia Placuzzi, enhances the incredible 
complexity of this technique brought to new splendor by Sicis Jewels, through a demanding 
course of R&D.

They are made up of hundreds of shades of color, a three-dimensionality and depth of tones 
that only the ancient art of micromosaic can give, together with the stones selected by experts 
and the strength of gold.

Each object is unrepeatable in itself, as the tesserae are spun and segmented with a completely 
manual process and subsequently laid one by one, by artists skilled in the micromosaic 
technique. Now only Sicis Jewels is able to create similar masterpieces.

Info-jewels@sicis.com
+39 3358 405575

www.sicisjewels.com | @sicisjewels



FAIRMONT GRAND HOTEL
Quai du Mont-Blanc 19

Geneva

30th March – 5th April 2022

Opening Hours:

www.hautejewelsgeneva.com |  info@hautejewelsgeneva.com

30th March: 

31st March – 4th April:

5th April:

11am – 7pm

9am – 7pm

9am – 2pm

@hautejewelsgeneva | #hautejewelsgeneva




